The quantum Zeno effect (QZE) is the striking prediction that the decay of any unstable quan tum state can be inhibited by sufficiently frequent observations (measurements). The consensus opinion has upheld the QZE as a general feature of quantum mechanics which should lead to the inhibition of any decay. The claim of QZE generality hinges on the assumption that successive observations can in principle be made at time intervals too short for the system to change appre ciably. However, this assumption and the generality of the QZE have scarcely been investigated thus far. We have addressed these issues by showing that (i) the QZE is principally unattainable in radiative or radioactive decay, because the required measurement rates would cause the system to disintegrate; (ii) decay acceleration by frequent measurements (the anti-Zeno effect -AZE) is much more ubiquitous than its inhibition. The AZE is shown to be observable as the enhancement of tunneling rates (e. g., for atoms trapped in ramped-up potentials or in current-swept Josephson junctions), fluorescence rates (e. g., for Rydberg atoms perturbed by noisy optical fields) and photon depolarization rates (in randomly modulated Pockels cells).
Introduction
According to a prevailing view, claimed to be a general feature of quantum mechanics, succes sive frequent measurements must slow down the de cay of any unstable system [1 -11] . This is known as the Quantum Zeno Effect (QZE), introduced by Misra and Sudarshan [3] , following the early work of Khalfin [1] and Fonda [2] . It has been colloquially phrased as follows: "a watched arrow never flies", or "a watched pot never boils" [8] . Recent estimates of the time interval between measurements required for the QZE inhibition of radiative decay have been Tz ~ 3.6 x 10~15 s [11] . But is this view true?
We have recently shown [ 12] that, in fact, the oppo site is mostly true for decay into open-space continua: The anti-Zeno effect (AZE), i.e. decay acceleration by frequent measurements, is far more ubiquitous than the QZE. This universal conclusion [13] [14] [15] has been described by our commentators in the words: "a watched pot boils faster" [16] , "furtive glances trig ger decay" [17] , Accordingly, our cartoonist shows that old Zeno, trying to reassure Gullielmo Tell and his boy that the arrow won't fly, is in for a nasty surprise ( Figure 1 ). How can this conclusion be un derstood and what was missing in standard treatments that claimed the QZE universality?
General Analysis
We have reached the conclusion stated above by general analysis of measurement-affected decay. Consider |e), the measured state in a system ruled by the Hamiltonian H = H q + V, where V causes the coupling (decay) of \ e) to all other eigenstates of H q, to which we refer as the "reservoir" (Figure 2) . The probability amplitude a(t) to remain in |e), which has the energy hcoa obeys the following exact integro-differential equation
Jo
Here a(t) = (e\^(t))elu)at, hcoa is the energy of |e), and Consider instantaneous measurements -projec tions on |e) interrupting its decay at intervals t. We can use our result for a(t), (3) to express the popu lation of |e) after n such measurements as exponen tially decaying at a rate R, pee(t = nr) = |a(T)|2n « exp(-Rt). The universal form of R is (in the fre quency domain)
This expression is the overlap of the reservoircoupling spectrum 
$(t) = h~2{e\Ve~lH()t/hV\e)
We can interpret the universal result (4) as an ex pression of the time-energy uncertainty relation for an unstable level with lifetime At, relating the energy broadening (uncertainty) of \e) to At, the interval be tween measurements (Fig. 3) , is the reservoir correlation function, expressed by Vej = (e\V\j), where | j) |e)) are Hq eigenvectors with eigenvalues hujr Equation (1) is exactly soluble, but it is enough to consider its short-time behavior by setting a{t') « q(0) = 1 in the integral of (1). This yields the expres sion
V AEAt ~ h. More generally, in (7) At = \/v, where v is a charac teristic rate of measurements. With this definition, (7) holds both for ideal and nonideal (realistic) measure ments. Relation (7) comes about since measurements (projections) dephase level |e), analogously to phase randomization by collisions, which induce a linewidth that is equal to the collision rate u.
A simple graphical analysis of the universal result (4) yields the main conclusions:
a) The QZE scaling (i.e., a decrease of the decay rate R with an increase of u), is generally obtained when the measurement (dephasing) rate u is much larger than the reservoir spectral width (Fig. 4): v » r R , |wa -Wm|- (8) Here r R is the reservoir width and is the center of gravity of G(co). In the special case of a peak-shaped G(u>), in (8) o;M can be replaced by the position u>m of the maximum. In the limit (8) , one can approximate the spectrum G(uj) by a 6-function, with a constant C being the integrated spectrum,
This approximation becomes exact in the case of res onant Rabi oscillations ( r R = 0, wa = wM), which explains why the QZE is observable in Itano's exper iment for any v. More generally, this approximation holds for any G(u) that falls off faster than 1 /ui on the wings. Then our universal expression yields the most general result for the QZE, namely that R decreases with v:
where we defined generally
In particular, as follows from (6 ), v = 2 /r for in stantaneous projections. The flattening of the spectral peak of G(co) by the broad function F (uj) in the con volution is seen to be the origin of the QZE. To put it simply, if the system is probed frequently enough, the QZE arises since the effective decay rate is av eraged over all decay channels, many of which are weak, due to the energy uncertainty incurred by the measurements. This result contradicts the claim of QZE univer sality and demonstrates the failure of the standard quadratic expansion: Equation (8) shows that the QZE conditions can be much more stringent than the re quirement to have t \/v < ti 7z. The crucial point emphasized below is that (8) may be principally im possible to satisfy.
The above discussion presumes that the integral in (9) converges. However, when G(u>) falls off as \ /\ u) -o;m| or slower and hence C is infinite, the QZE still holds under condition (8) , except that R de creases with v more slowly than v~1. This situation is illustrated by a reservoir with a slowly decreasing tail, (12) and G(u) diminishes fast or is cut off for s (cj -coc) < r R. Here u c is the cutoff frequency, 0 < ß < 1 , 6() is the unit step function, and s can equal 1 or -1. For instance, (12) approximately holds near the waveguide cutoff (s = 1 , ß = 1 / 2 ) or the vibrational Debye cutoff (s = -1, ß = 1/2). The QZE scaling for a reservoir response ( 1 2 ) is found to be R = Bu~ß.
Here B = [2/J7r/cos(7r/?/2)r(2 + ß)]A, where T() is the gamma-function [18] (in particular, B = (Stt1/2/3)A for ß = 1/2). Equation (13) holds for a sufficiently weak coupling (^4 vß+x) and under condition (8) , which, in the case of ( 1 2 ), reduces to |<^a ~U C \<g.V.
More generally, under condition (8), the QZE scal ing of R occurs for any G(u) such that
Conditions (8) and (14) ensure the QZE scaling only for sufficiently large measurement rates and do not always imply a monotonous decrease of R as v increases (see Figure 4) . The latter behavior, which is what one usually has in mind in discussions of Log of measurement rate v (1/s) the QZE, is obtained only in special situations. For instance, it occurs when G(u>) is a peak and u>a is within its width Tr , i.e., I^a -^m| ~ Pr -
b) The opposite to the QZE scaling is obtained whenever a;a is significantly detuned from the nearest maximum of G(u>) at ujm, so that G(uja) G(o;m). Let v be much less than the detuning of cja from a;m, though not too small (Fig. 5 -inset) :
where 6a is the interval around u;a over which G(ui) changes appreciably. In the limit (16), the rate R grows with u, since the dephasing function F (lu) is then probing more of the rising part of G(u>) in the convolution. This limit implies the anti-Zeno effect (AZE) of decay acceleration by frequent measure ments. Physically, this means that, as the energy un certainty increases with the measurement rate u, the state decays into more and more channels, whose weight G(uj) is progressively larger.
Remarkably, we may impose condition (16) in any reservoir that is not spectrally flat, by measurements at a rate comparable to the w range over which G{uo) changes appreciably. This reveals the universality of the AZE, which we noted already for radiative decay in cavities [14] . c) In the limit u < 5 a, Eq. (4) yields the Golden Rule result (i.e., the normal decay rate in the absence of measurements) R gr = 27rG(a;a).
d) More subtle behavior occurs in the domain be tween the QZE and AZE limits. Assume, for sim plicity, that G(co) is single-peaked and satisfies con dition (14) . When v increases from the limit (16) up to the range where the right-hand-side inequality is violated, then v |cjm -u>a\ , which is now equiv alent to condition (8) , implying the Zeno scaling of (10) or (13) . But even in this QZE-scaling regime, R remains larger than the Golden Rule rate R qr (17) , up to much higher u, as expressed by the following condition for "genuine QZE"
in the case of a finite C, and
i'QZE = ( B /Ä gr) 1/'j = [B/2>rG (wa) ],/'s (19b)
in the case of (12) . The quantity uqZe may turn out to be much greater than the boundary v\ of the QZEscaling regime (see below).
The value of i/qze given by (19a) was identified with the reciprocal "jump time" \/t j , i. e., the max imal time interval between measurements for which the decay rate is appreciably changed [19] . However, the correct value of the reciprocal jump time is 6a, which may be smaller by many orders of magnitude than vqze-In the special case of ideal instantaneous measurements and a Lorentzian G(to), the genuine-QZE condition (18) reduces to that of [20] .
These considerations apply (with some limitations) to hydrogenic radiative decay (spontaneous emis sion), for which G(u>) can be calculated exactly [21] :
Here uoB ~ c/ab, where c is the vacuum light speed and ae is the radius of the electron orbit. Then (4) and (6) may yield the AZE trend
where C\ = 0.354 and v = 2/r. The AZE trend should be observable (Fig. 5) for v ~ coa, i. e., for mi crowave Rydberg transitions on a ps scale (provided we can isolate one transition) and for optical tran sitions on the sub-fs scale. The boundary between the AZE and QZE-scaling regions is now given by v\ ~ ujß and the genuine-QZE condition (18) by v > i ' q z e ~ a;B/127ro;a u\ [cf. (19a)], ren dering R < Rgr = 27TQo;a. This analysis implies that the "genuine QZE" range v > vqze is prin cipally unattainable, since it requires measurement rates above relativistic cutoff, which are detrimen tal to the system, leading to the production of new particles. A similar principal obstacle occurs for ra dioactive decay. By contrast, the AZE is accessible in decay processes, such as spontaneous emission or the nuclear /5-decay, and can essentially always be imposed.
Realistic Measurements
Thus far we have assumed ideal instantaneous pro jections on |e). Does a more realistic description of measurements still support these results? The answer is positive for the two possible types of measurements of |e): a) Impulsive measurements. Such measurements are realizable, e.g., in Cook's scheme [6] imple mented by Itano et al. [7] (Fig. 6 ): the decay process is repeatedly interrupted by a short pulse transferring the population of |e) to a higher auxiliary state | u), which then decays back fast enough to |e) incoher ently. This case conforms to our universal result (4) to a very good approximation, with the dephasing function given by (6 ) . b) Continuous measurements should not be con fused with the limit of vanishing intervals between successive continuous projections discussed by Misra and Sudarshan. This limit is unphysical, correspond ing to an infinite energy spread hv. In contrast, re alistic continuous measurements, though monitoring the state incessantly, still require a finite time for com pleting an observation, i. e., they have a finite effective rate v. This is seen for stationary dephasing when the |e) < -> • |u) transition is driven by a near-resonant continuous-wave field, such that l/ i? p » 1/7«. yielding
One can show that the universal result still holds for such measurements, with F(u>) being a Lorentzian centered at wa:
Thus, qualitatively, there is no essential distinc tion between different frequent measurements: ideal projections, impulsive measurements, and continuous measurements.
Q Z E and A Z E for Photon Polarization Dephasing
As an example, consider the decay of photon po larization into a "reservoir" created by the phase-randomizing element (polarization rotator) controlled by a noisy field. Measurements are effected by a po larization beam-splitter (PBS) and an absorber with transparency 6 (see Fig. 7 ) [22] .
Let us first assume constant phase jumps A<p at the polarization rotator. Uninterrupted evolution then corresponds to Rabi oscillations of the horizontal po larization probability (for 9 = 1 ): Decay via perfect (projective) measurements (for
This decay is slower than Rabi oscillations, signifying the QZE. Imperfect (weak) measurements (0 < 9 < 1) yield for small phase jumps [(At^)2 «C (1 -9)2] an exponential decay
rr being the round-trip time. This decay still conforms with the QZE: the decay rate decreases with the mea surement rate
We now proceed to discuss random phase jumps Aipn, caused by noisy modulation. We then obtain for sufficiently small jumps
which is an extension of (4) to such a "reservoir". Here F{uj) is peaked at u = 0 and has the characteristic width (27). The key parameter for G (u>) in (28) is the correla tion of consecutive phase jumps:
(A</?n+,A <y£>n) = 7 (A (p2 n).
For highly correlated jumps ( 7 « 1) we find
7rr.
i. e. a Lorentzian of width
For highly anticorrelated jumps ( 7 « -1) the "reser voir" spectrum is a sum of two shifted Lorentzians,
of width
If G(uj) is peaked at to = 0 (the high-correlation case 7 « 1 ), then perfect measurements (9 = 0 ), corresponding to a flat F(u), will reduce R, causing the QZE trend, as compared to weak measurements (9 « 1 ), corresponding to a narrow spectral profile
with v = (1 -9)1 Tr (see Figure 8 ).
( 34) Fig. 9 . Idem, for anticorrelated phase jumps.
i-e Fig. 10 . The decay rate in the setup of Fig. 7 as a function of the measurement effectiveness 1 -6 (which is on the order of the dimensionless measurement rate urr) for correlated ( 7 = 0.7), Markovian ( 7 = 0) and anticorrelated ( 7 = -0.9) phase fluctuations.
The opposite (AZE) trend holds if GipS) is peaked at to = ±7t/ tt (the highly anti-correlated case, 7 ~ -1) (Figure 9 ). The two trends are illustrated in Figure 10 .
Atom Escape (Decay) by l\inneling from Accelerated Potential
Theoretical and experimental studies by Raizen et al. [23] have shown that cold atoms trapped in an accelerated ("washboard"-shaped) periodic poten tial tunnel out (Fig. 11 ) non-exponentially, at times t < to = eg/(hkLCi), where eg = hmg is the band gap corresponding to the potential, a the acceleration and kL the wave number of the laser creating this poten tial. Our prediction is that AZE should arise for mea surement intervals t ^>Ti/eg and QZE for r Ti/eg. These trends are plotted in Figure 12 . The two curves in Fig. 13 intersect at the time 2/i/qze-Hence, in this case 2 /z^qze (~ 10 _ 6to) is much less than the bound ary of the QZE-scaling region t\ ~ 1 /u)g (= 0.1 tq) (see Figure 12 ). Table 1 lists a number of processes where the AZE may be observed at accessible measurement intervals t ~ t AZe-By contrast, the QZE (tQZe < t Aze) either is principally unobservable or, as a rule, is practically much less accessible than the AZE (tqze taze resonance) reservoir, such as radiative or photonpolarization decay in a cavity.
Experimental Accessibility

Conclusions
Our simple universal formula (4) results in general criteria for the QZE:
(i) It can only occur in systems with spectral width below the resonance energy.
(ii) It is principally unattainable in open-space ra diative or nuclear /?-decay, because the required mea-surement rates would cause the creation of new par ticles.
(iii) Contrary to the widespread view, frequent measurements can be chosen to accelerate essentially any decay process. Hence, the anti-Zeno effect should be far more ubiquitous than the QZE.
A variety of systems have been shown to be promis ing candidates for experimental studies of the AZE, which is almost always much more accessible than the QZE.
